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Field and Facility Use Instructions

Last Updated 5/6/16

Best Practices for Field Use (Games or Practices)
1. Any FLL games scheduled will automatically have precedent for field use. This includes games that are
re-scheduled.
2. Managers should keep their teams off fields, already lined for games. For example fields for Saturday
Games are actually lined on Fridays. So no practice should occur on the small diamonds on Fridays.
3. Dugouts should be cleaned up of any trash or left overs and put in the applicable receptacles or taken by
the manager/ coach.
4. Fields should be free of ruts. Athletes and participants should be supervised to ensure the fields are not
being torn up while in use.
5. All fields should be re-tarped following any game or practice UNLESS there is another team immediately
prepared to use the field. Please don’t assume!
6. Pitching machines can be reserved for use but first priority for use goes to ROOKIE Baseball and
ROOKIE softball teams. Only a manager or coach is allowed to operate the pitching machine. As with
tarping – all pitching machines need to be returned to the FLL storage shed after use UNLESS there is
another ROOKIE team immediately prepared to use the field after you.
7. Fields 4 and 6 have pitching mounds that may need to be moved to be on the field for player pitch
baseball games or be removed for softball games
a.

If the mound needs to be moved onto or off the field this will take about 3-5 people. Please do not
drag the mound with only 1 or 2 people, carry it from place to place.

b.

On field 4 the front ground mounted pitching rubber should be removed (this needs to be wiggled
hard to be pulled out). If this is not removed it will be in the way of the front of the pitching mound.
Insert the wisk marker/caps after removal so when the pitching rubber needs to be put back, these
locations are easily found.

8. Field Preferences/ Priorities:
a.

Girls Softball – Field 6

b.

Rookie Baseball/ softball - Fields 3 and 4

c.

Minors Baseball – Fields 3, 4, 1 and 6

d.

Majors Baseball – Field 3

e.

Junior Baseball – Field 2

f.

Intermediate Baseball – Field 6

9. Please be respectful of field times so everyone has a fair chance to use the fields.
Last Game of the Day Checklist
1. At the end of the day please put tarps back on pitching mound and cover home plate. Please use spikes
provided
2. Return first aid kit to concessions building
3. Return pitching machine to equipment building and neatly roll up cords
4. Check dugout for left behind items

